Why Reconfigure the Quincy / Gun Club Intersection?
Arapahoe County is doing this construction to relieve congestion and improve motorist safety by reducing
conflict points while optimizing mobility through an outdated Quincy / Gun Club intersection. This intersection improvement is accomplished by ultimately increasing green times within a new configuration, thus
introducing the motorist to a partial continuous flow intersection, or PCFI for short. This is considered
only partial because the intersection is mostly reconfigured in the north / south directions. Movements on
Gun Club Rd. will now accommodate heavy left turning movements and include the new E-470 on / off
ramps location where a new signal has been placed south of the PCFI intersection. All these new roadway
alignments are intended to improve mobility and carry much heavier traffic volumes through this area than
was allowed before.
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The most visual feature of the PCFI is the left turn crossovers for both northbound and southbound Gun
Club Rd. The driver will now encounter two signal lights going through versus only one signal light that they
had before on Gun Club Rd, so it is important to pay attention to these signals, and observe the new roadway
signing and striping as you approach in order to make the necessary driver decisions on the direction you
intend to travel.
Please note, there are no new left turn crossover points traveling east or west on Quincy Ave.. You’ll just turn
as you did before onto Gun Club Rd., the only difference is that you need to watch for another signal light
just past the intersection on Gun Club Rd. Be careful here because if you are the last car or two making this
left turn you may see a red light and encounter stopped traffic, this is the signal light that allows left turning
traffic to cross safely in front of you on Gun Club Rd.
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Another feature of the PCFI is the bypass right turns. Right turns through the PCFI are really easy to maneuver, just be sure to yield to traffic, pedestrians, and cyclists, then make your turn and merge with flowing
traffic to keep right on going.

How to Drive this New PCFI at Quincy / Gun Club
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GOING STRAIGHT
All Directions
The PCFI operates like a normal intersection, just like it did before. The only difference is there are more
lanes and you need to watch for another signal light just after driving through the main intersection with
Quincy, but only on Gun Club Rd northbound and southbound. Again, be careful here because if you are the
last car or two going north or south through the intersection you may see a red light and encounter stopped
traffic, this is the signal light that allows oncoming left turning traffic to cross safely in front of you.

MAKING A LEFT TURN
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Northbound on Gun Club Rd.
About ¼ mile before the Quincy Ave intersection, the driver will encounter a signal light for the on / off ramps for the E-470 Toll Rd. A decision
by the driver must be made to either turn left and get onto NB E-470 or go
straight through the intersection towards Quincy Ave. and the new PCFI.
Making a left turn at Quincy Ave in the PCFI is as easy as one, two, three!
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1. Step One, cars begin lining up in the two left turn lanes just like a
normal intersection, only a little further back.
2. Step Two, when the left turn signal turns green, you’ll drive across
the oncoming lanes into two all new lanes on the left side of the
road.
3. Step Three, another left turn signal at Quincy will then tell you to
make the actual turn…. It’s that simple!
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Southbound on Gun Club Rd.
This is the same as northbound except there are no E-470 ramps or
signal before the actual PCFI, the new E-470 ramps are encountered
after going through the PCFI.
Making a left turn at Quincy Ave in the PCFI is again as easy as one,
two, three!
1. Step One, cars begin lining up in the single left turn lane just
like a normal intersection, only a little further back.
2. Step Two, when the left turn signal turns green, you’ll drive
across the oncoming lanes into one new lane on the left side of
the road.
3. Step Three, another left turn signal at Quincy will then tell you
to make the actual turn…. It’s that simple!
After going through the entire PCFI, a decision by the driver must be
made to either turn right and get onto NB E-470 about ¼ mile south
or continue going straight through the intersection towards Southlands retail area on Gun Club Rd.
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Eastbound or Westbound on Quincy Ave.
Left turning movements on Quincy to Gun Club have not changed much except you will encounter a double
turn lane onto northbound Gun Club thus adding increased capacity.
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MAKING A RIGHT TURN
All Directions
Is similar as it was before, except right turns through the PCFI may have new lanes separated by a raised median and allow drivers to bypass any signals along Gun Club Rd. Again, just be sure to yield to traffic, pedestrians, and cyclists, make your turn and merge with flowing traffic to continue right on going.

